Academic Students of the Term -Term 3

Aaliyah Mangual
Aaliyah deserves the Student of the Term Award for her consistency. Whether
it is her work ethic, determination, attitude or the commitment to learn
something new. Aaliyah is always consistent and a great role model. Her hard
work does not go unnoticed.
-

Mrs. McCann

Abigail Prior
Abby has been on top of her game all year, but specifically since we began the
shutdown. She has continuously asked for extra work and always asks the
right questions about her assignments. She has even sent in videos that have
helped her for me to share with her peers. I am very proud of her hard work!
-

Ms. Stouffer

Adashmarie Quiles
Adashmarie has many responsibilities in addition to her schoolwork which she
is managing very successfully. She is a role model for young adults
everywhere!
-

Carol Sussman-Ghatak and Jennifer Labbe
Alex Dorval

Great student, respectful and responsible in all his work.
-

Mr. Martinez

Alexa Shea
Alexa has stayed positive during this entire challenge. She is an inspiration to
me and to her classmates!
-

Ms. Silveira
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Alicia Guerriero
Alicia has grown greatly as a student throughout the year. During term 3, she
consistently completed her work. She was reflective and asked for help. Keep
up the good work!
-

Ms. Doane

Alina Almonte-Hernandez
Selfless, caring, and hardworking are just a few words that describe Alina. Mr.
Cotter and I were very fortunate to have Alina in Algebra II. She not only
completed her work but she helped her classmates work through their work.
We stress the importance of being kind to one another and Alina is a role
model student for just that. She never misses the opportunity to say good
morning or afternoon or wish us a nice day. She has demonstrated maturity
beyond her years and we wish her the best of luck in her Senior year at
Assabet.
- Ms. McNally & Mr. Cotter
Amber Sawyer
Amber Sawyer has been a conscientious and diligent student of note all year.
She comes prepared for class, has a pleasant can-do attitude, and her work is
always of the highest caliber. Amber is a pleasure to teach and deserves praise.
-

Mr. DeLuca

Angel Chaulk
Angel was very consistent with her Physical Activity during the school closure.
She did not miss a day and the variety of workouts, including working on her
lacrosse game, allowed her to improve her overall fitness level. Stay Active - Be
Well - Stay Safe
-

Mr. Nicalek
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Angelina Andrade
Angelina remained as diligent working from home as she is in the classroom
every day.
-

Mr. Stockbridge

Angelica LePoer
Angelica submitted each assignment with attention to detail, artistic skill and
labeling.
I enjoyed viewing her artwork during Term 3!
-

Ms. Gaide

Ashley Reiniger
Ashley worked VERY hard during this Remote Learning. She put 100% effort
into every ELA assignment and it showed!
-

Mrs. Lucier

Bailee Benevelli
Bailee is the quiet rockstar of the class. She is a tremendously talented and
determined student whose work ethic is beyond comparison among her peers.
She is never one to crave the spotlight although it is well-deserved. Bailee
thinks she's hiding her brilliance, but it shines through all the time.
-

Mrs. Robbins

Brady Elderidge
Brady has worked hard throughout Remote Learning to complete all necessary
work in a timely fashion.
-

Mrs. Kramer
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Brady Sawyer
Brady's work was always one of the first assignments turned in and it was
clear that he was on top of doing his work each day. He did a great job
following directions, creating organized work and putting effort into
everything he did. Great job, Brady!
- Ms. Stuart
During term 3 and throughout the year, Brady has been a wonderful,
respectful, perceptive, hard working young man and well deserving of the
accolades he receives. Even on his most seemingly tired days he put in his best
effort, sought out intelligent answers, and at times even taught me a thing or
2 with his reflective questions. Brady you have much to offer so keep pushing
yourself to grow. Be well!
- Ms. Forhan
Brett Peterson
Brett has been excellent about getting his assignments completed!
Mr. Corazzini

-

Brian Solis
Brian has gone out of his way to complete his enrichment work and remote
learning assignments while we have been away from the school building. He
gets his work done ahead of time and puts forth a solid effort. Brian is a
wonderful student to work with. He is polite, engaged and very hardworking.
-

Ms Nykiel

Camille Graffeo
Camille has been an exceptional student this year. She continued right along
with her work during the closure, completing work thoroughly and ahead of
schedule.
-

Mrs. McCarthy
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Catherine Pollard
Catherine sets high standards for herself and completes every task with
dedication and a hunger to learn.
- Ms. Silveira
Catherine continues to strive to do her best in all areas of learning. She works
well with limited supervision and uses her time effectively.
- Mr. Faik
Christopher Bowser
Christopher may be new to Assabet, but he's already begun to make his mark.
He is incredibly polite (I can't imagine where he picked up that trait),
meticulous with his work, an inquisitive student, and always willing to lend a
helping hand. Although it's been short-lived, Christopher is a wonderful
addition to Assabet.
-

Mrs. Robbins

Colin Mangual
There are three things that we learned about Colin as we got to know him this
year. Colin demonstrates kindness towards his peers and teachers, he is willing
to work through difficult tasks, and he consistently tries to focus his attention
on doing what needs to be done. We can count on Colin to participate in class
as well as make us laugh. We appreciate the effort he put forth throughout
the regular school year and with remote learning. Colin, we hope you have a
wonderful summer and we will see you next fall.
-

Ms. McNally and Mrs. Monaco
Emilly Faria

Emilly is a hard-working student who constantly tries her best. She is always
willing to lend a helping hand to others.
-Ms. Labbe & Ms. Sussman-Ghatak
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Emily Stagg
Emily has shown enthusiasm for creating art during Term 3. Her digital artwork
is beautiful and it is nice to see what she can outside of the classroom.
-Ms. Gaide
Emma Boucher
Emma's diligent work habits and exemplary behavior have contributed to this
term’s good achievement.
-

Mr. Faik

Evelyn Cabrera Santos
Evelyn has been a persistent hard worker in all of her classes and shop in Term
3 despite the challenges of Remote Learning and other obstacles. She is an
excellent student.
-

Ms. Carol Sussman-Ghatak and Mrs. Jennifer Labbe
Guilherme Dias Nunes

Guilherme is a student who met the challenge of online learning head on.
Through consistent self-advocacy, he reached out several times during this
term to ensure that he was meeting all academic expectations. Additionally he
made an effort to try to talk to his teachers on a personal level demonstrating
his understanding that throughout this time, we are all human. His interest in
growing as a student and as a person continued to show despite the
unprecedented challenges that this term has brought.
-

Ryan O'Malley
Hanna Allen

Hanna has continued to work hard and improve during this time apart, the
same as if we were in the physical school. She is a hard worker and an
excellent communicator.
- Ms. Silveira
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Hanna Allen
Hanna is a pleasure to have in class and has been a model student in
Chemistry. She is conscientious and diligent, and has been actively engaged
in her Chemistry work before and during the closure. It is very evident that
Hanna takes pride in her work. Great job, Hanna!
-

Mrs. Murphy

Hayden Blomster
Hayden went above and beyond by combining his Design & Visual and Music
skills to create an amazing video for the music department!
-

Mr. Tenzar

Isaac Vaz
Great work throughout the year and at home!
-

Mrs. Trippi

Joselin Carrillo Rivera
Joselin's work ethic and determination are inspiring! She gives 110% to
everything she does! Congratulations Joselin and keep up the great work!
-

Mrs. Coderre

Joseph Pulsifer
I appreciate the hard work and dedication Joe has put into his Chemistry
assignments all year long. The work he has produced during the closure has
been nothing short of exceptional. It is not easy to learn Chemistry in a
remote setting via online, but I want to commend him for all of his efforts.
Wonderful job, Joe!
-

Mrs. Murphy
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Julia Casavant
Julia's work continued to show excellence and care throughout this pandemic.
She has been diligent and honest in all of her writing and assignments.
-

Mr. Silk

Kathleen Aurise O'Brien
Kathleen is a kind, genuine person who always has a positive attitude and is
ready to devote her best effort on a daily basis. She is cooperative, giving, and
helpful. I appreciate her good nature, and all her hard work during term 3 and
throughout the year. Be well!
-

Ms. Forhan

Kayley Shea
Kayley has been on top of her ELA Remote Learning work during term 3. She
was always emailing, asking questions, attending Zoom meetings and Google
Meet sessions and always with positivity and smile.
-

Mrs. Lucier

Keegan Antelman
Keegan has been an absolute pleasure to have in class and has consistently
received A’s in Spanish II this year. He is a very smart and conscientious
student. He has continued to impress me throughout the closure by
constantly submitting exceptional work. Keegan is most deserving of Student
of the Term!
-

Ms. Picucci

Keegan Watson
Keegan is the type of student who puts 100% into everything he does! He has
worked hard all year, and deserves Student of the Term for Social Studies.
Great job Keegan!
-

Mrs. Coderre
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Lais Rosestolato
Lais is a very motivated, mature, hard working, conscientious student. She has
consistently received A’s in Spanish II this year. She’s typically the first to
submit her assignments and her exemplary work has continued to impress me
throughout the closure. Lais is successful at everything she sets her mind to;
I’m so proud of her!
-

Ms. Picucci

Leticia Conceicao
Leticia works hard in and out of school, always giving it her all. Her
determination and persistence make her a good role model for others.
-

Ms. Labbe & Ms. Sussman-Ghatak
Livianna Minerella

Despite significant setbacks in Term 1 and Term 2, Ms. Minerella went on to
tie the other highest student in Principles of Physics for all of Term 3 all while
simultaneously making up her work from the first two terms. This drastic
change in output and quality deserves to be seen and acknowledged, and is a
lesson that you really can change and perform well in things even if at the
beginning you felt that you couldn't.
-

Mr. Peter Tobin

Madison Minghella Paige
Madison always completed her work early and did it to the best of her ability.
She has worked hard all year, both in the classroom and during remote
learning.
- Mr. Tobin
Madison continued to take her art assignments seriously and challenged
herself in creating some great work.
- Mr. Stockbridge
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Makaila Patenaude
Makaila's health assignments were done with such detail and thought! I
always looked forward to receiving her work as she did such a great job
following directions, making sure everything was neat and organized and her
responses were thorough and meaningful. Great job, Makaila!
- Ms. Stuart
As always Makaila has gone above and beyond in regards to expectations for
all remote learning assignments. Great Work!
- Mr. Sweeney
Matthew Clark
Matthew was always one of the first students to complete his assignments
each week. Not only was he focused and on top of his work, he put forth his
best effort on each and every assignment.
- Mr. Tobin
It's not easy motivating yourself to be physically active on your own but
Chewy has managed to do it the whole term. In class, Chewy always maintains
a strong presence in activities. He puts effort into all tasks required of him and
is encouraging to his peers.
- Mrs. Nunes
Matthew was very engaging during this time, completed all his work and was
responsible. Truly a good example to follow.
- Mr. Martinez
Megan Grusheski
Throughout the school closure, Megan has consistently completed all
assignments and has gone out of her way to reach out with questions so she
could fully understand and do her best work. Her effort and perseverance
through this school year have been commendable.
-

Mrs. Lauria
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Milena Castaneda
Milena worked very hard in biology during term 3. The quality of her
completed work was outstanding and she always gave her best effort
- Mr. DeBartolomeis
Milena is a positive, respectful young lady who shows up with a smile on her
face and a positive attitude. She has a strong work ethic and is a good role
model.
-Ms. Labbe & Ms. Sussman-Ghatak
Muhammad Sall
Throughout the school closure, Muhammad has continued to do great work in
Honors US History I. He pushed through some technical difficulty and still got
all of the assignments done (and done well)!
-

Mrs. Lauria

Olivia Alvarado
Olivia has been such a positive influence on her peers throughout the entire
school year. She has continued to show great effort throughout the shutdown
time! I am very proud of her!
-

Ms. Stouffer
Paul Burke

Paul has always done a thorough job with his work but during this term,
during remote learning, he went above and beyond with all that he did. His
work was not only completed in a timely manner but all that was asked was
addressed, a pleasure to read and gave us a glimpse into more of who he was.
Thanks Paul for all of your hard work!
-

Mrs. Monaco & Ms. McNally
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Rachel Sommerville
Rachel is an absolute joy to have in class. Not only is she an incredibly
intelligent, thoughtful, and driven student, she's also a bright ray of sunshine.
I'm so proud of her accomplishments in her first year here at Assabet, and I
cannot wait to see what the next few years have in store for her!!
-

Mrs. Robbins

Ryan Caissie
Ryan has proven to be a diligent student all year long. He has taken strides to
ensure his work is not only completed on-time but done with accuracy as well.
He receives constructive criticism to ensure he pushes himself to the limits
and then some. And yet Ryan was even more impressive during Term III, during
remote learning. From the moment schools were closed, Ryan turned to the
routine of school, using the enrichment activities, as a way to voice his
thoughts during this surreal time. He not only completed all his assignments
to the fullest; he was always the first to turn them in and use them as an
outlet.
Thank you Ryan for all of your hard work this year and especially during Term
III. Excellent job.
-

Mrs. Monaco

Samantha Rogers
You worked really hard throughout Term 3 and submitted work that was
meaningful and thorough. Thanks for all your efforts during remote learning.
-

Mr. Bir

Selena Melo
Selena is always the first student to get her assignments turned in on her
academic weeks!
-

Mr. Corazzini
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Sierra Wilkie
Sierra completed all of her assignments during this term with great
enthusiasm. As the Company Commander she stayed in contact with her
company to ensure the cadets stayed motivated. Outstanding Job!!!
-

Major Bowser

Sophia Manganaro
While I have not met Sophia face-to-face, I feel I know her well from our
communications during this time of remote learning. She gives full and
in-depth responses for her work and has stayed on top of all tasks. I appreciate
the feedback she has provided on the tasks throughout the term as well.
-

Mrs. Nunes

Steven Savoie
Steven is an outstanding student. I appreciate how inquisitive he is, because it
shows he's committed to learning the Spanish language. His personality isn't
so bad either (estoy bromeando)!
-

Ms. de Lima

Tessa Wing
Tessa is a strong student who works hard. She has had a great term 3 with
remote learning for Biology. Tessa reaches out with questions or concerns
about assignments and has completed every assignment prior to the due
dates. She has demonstrated consistency and quality with her assignments.
- Ms Nykiel
Tessa's commitment to Physical Fitness was outstanding throughout the
school closure starting on Day 1. The detail in her workouts each day was
specific and targeted to a specific goal. Her timely and committed workouts
earned her this recognition and I am positive she will continue her overall
fitness and wellness throughout the summer.
Stay Active - Be Well - Stay Safe
-

Mr. Nicalek
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Trinity Jutras
Trinity completed all assignments during this term with great enthusiasm. She
also made sure to check-in on other cadets to help motivate them.
Outstanding Job!!!
-

Major Bowser

Zoe Hussey-Beauregard
Zoe is consistently reflective and seeking self improvement. She cares deeply
about her own growth and education.
-

Ms. Doane

